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Objectives

●Give a refresher on “Daubert” and what 
the court is asking (demanding) of us

●What do you need to be successful?

●How do you get it?



Outline

●Background

●A Daubert challenge
○ Review evidence admissibility
○ Preparation for a Daubert hearing 
○ Answering the Daubert questions in court
○ Further questions raised by defense and court
○ Ruling on defendant's Motion in Limine
○ Appeal and 1st Circuit decision

 

●Current rulings

●SWGTREAD Daubert Resource Kit



Background

●Scene: Federal Credit Union - Gardiner, 
Maine
○ Footwear impressions were recovered on the teller 

counter and a staircase inside the credit union
○ Suspect shoes, mask, clothes, makeup kit, gloves, 

etc. were recovered nearby
 

●Examination conclusions:
○ Suspect DNA in shoes (shoes found outside CU)
○ Suspect fingerprints on makeup kit found in 

garbage near scene (outside CU)
○ The right suspect shoe made the impression on 

the bank counter



Background

●Defendant’s Motion in Limine

● Questioned “the reliability, credibility and admissibility 
of footwear comparisons” under Daubert/Kumho and 
Rule 702

 

● Stated that, as it relates to this case, the jury is able 
to “judge, compare and contrast this footwear with 
the footwear impressions”



Background

●Defendant’s Motion in Limine (cont.)

● Sited US v. Hines (handwriting) 
○ Handwriting analysis did not meet the Daubert/Kumho 

standards 
○ Expert can only testify to similarities but not render an 

opinion 
 

● Defendant stated that the field of footwear analysis 
will yield similar results as Hines.

○ Footwear analysis will not meet the Daubert/Kumho 
standards

○ The expert should only be allowed to site similarities and 
review the comparison process but not render an opinion 



Evidence Admissibility

●Frye v. United States (1923)

●Federal Rules of Evidence (1975)

●Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals 
(1993)

●General Electric v. Joiner (1997)

●Kumho Tire Company v. Carmichael (1999)



Evidence Admissibility

●Frye v. United States (1923)
○ Is the method “generally accepted?”
○ Seen as too limiting

 

●Federal Rules of Evidence (1975)
○ Enacted by Congress
○ FRE 702: If the knowledge will assist the trier of 

fact to understand the evidence or determine a fact 
at issue, a person qualified as an expert (via 
experience, training, skills, etc.) can testify to their 
opinion

○ Seen as too liberal without defining what is 
scientific testimony



●Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals 
(1993)

● Federal Rules of Evidence supersedes Frye
● Trial judges are “gatekeepers” who determine if the 

proffered testimony is relevant and reliable
● Gave “general observations” that trial judges can use 

to help them determine if the proffered testimony is 
reliable

Evidence Admissibility



Evidence Admissibility

●According to the Daubert court, considerations 
a trial judge can use:

● Have the theories and techniques been tested?
● Do the techniques employed have a known error 

rate?
● Are there universally accepted standards governing 

the application of the theories and techniques?
● Is there widespread acceptance of the theories and 

techniques?
● Have the theories and techniques been subjected to 

peer review and publication?



Evidence Admissibility

●General Electric v. Joiner (1997)
○ Remain on methodology and techniques and NOT 

on the conclusion
 

●Kumho Tire v. Carmichael (1999)
○ Daubert ruling applies to ALL expert testimony not 

just scientific
○ Daubert does not constitute a “checklist” but are 

things a judge can consider when trying to 
determine if something is reliable

○ FRE 702 is a flexible rule



Evidence Admissibility

●Federal Rules of Evidence (2000 version)

● Modified to include Daubert and Kumho wording:
 

○ FRE 702: If the knowledge will assist the trier of fact to 
understand the evidence or determine a fact at issue, a 
person qualified as an expert (via experience, training, skills, 
etc.) can testify to their opinion…if (1) the testimony is based 
on sufficient facts or data, (2) the testimony is the product of 
reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has 
applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the 
case

 



Hearing Preparation

●Research, Research, Research!!!

●Contacted other examiners

●Read everything I could get my hands on

●Prepared a written summary footwear 
impression evidence examination and on the 
Daubert criteria 

●Prepared a PowerPoint presentation for the 
hearing



Hearing Preparation-Research

●Web Sites
○ C.A.S.T.: http://members.aol.com/varfee/mastssite/index.

html

■ Overall best site for anything footwear

■ List of professional journals that publish articles on footwear 

evidence.

■ Legal precedents in footwear impression testimony
 

○ Reddy’s Forensic Page (“Societies, Organizations and 
Associations): http://forensicpage.com/

 

○ Mark’s Working Group (Europe): http://www.intermin.
fi/intermin/hankkeet/wgm/home.nsf/

http://members.aol.com/varfee/mastssite/index.html
http://members.aol.com/varfee/mastssite/index.html
http://members.aol.com/varfee/mastssite/index.html
http://forensicpage.com/
http://forensicpage.com/
http://www.intermin.fi/intermin/hankkeet/wgm/home.nsf/
http://www.intermin.fi/intermin/hankkeet/wgm/home.nsf/
http://www.intermin.fi/intermin/hankkeet/wgm/home.nsf/


Hearing Preparation-Research

●Reading
○ Abbott, J. “Footwear Evidence” Charles C. Thomas Pub., 

1964
○ Cassidy, M. “Footwear Identification”, Canadian Gov. Pub., 

1980
○ Bodziak, W. “Footwear Impression Evidence: Detection, 

Recovery and Examination” 1st ed., Elsevier Science Pub. 
Co., 1990

○ Hilderbrand, D. “Footwear, The Missed Evidence” Staggs 
Pub. Co. 1999

○ Bodziak, W. “Footwear Impression Evidence: Detection, 
Recovery and Examination” 2nd ed., CRC Press, 2000
 

○ Articles on footwear impression evidence



Principles and Methods

●This is what is being evaluated so make sure 
you fully understand and can explain 
(especially as they relate to your case):

● Principles behind footwear impression identification
 

● Impression development techniques
 

● Class and individual characteristics
 

● Methodology used (ACE-V)
 

● Where all of these properly applied to the case at 
hand



THE DAUBERT HEARING

June 25, 2004
United States District Court

Bangor, Maine



Cross Examination Issues

●There is no need for an expert
○ Response: 

■ training and experience are crucial
■ Manufacturing/Difference between class and individual 

characteristics/ACE

●Certification
○ Response: 

■ Certification is voluntary and only one means of assessing 
the quality and competency of footwear examiners

■ Certification does not show competency, it’s a test for 
excellence. Lack of certification does not mean lack of 
competency

○ IAI membership vs. IAI certification



Court’s Questions

●Verification bias

● How specifically does “verification” work?
 

● Did my technical reviewer know my results prior to 
verifying results?



Can you explain

●Certification (IAI)
○ Are you a certified footwear examiner?
○ Why/why not?
○ Difference between IAI certification and IAI 

membership
 

●Your training and experience (what makes 
you an “expert”)

●Why is an “expert” needed?

●How is “verification” done in your laboratory?



Court’s Ruling

●Expert testimony on the footwear evidence 
examination is admissible:

● Qualifications as an expert witness do not hinge on 
whether someone is certified by the IAI

 

● The process does require a “critically trained eye to 
ensure accurate results”

 

● Daubert only requires that the proponent 
demonstrates the known or potential error rate of the 
methodology



Court’s Ruling

●According to the Court, the presentation 
demonstrated:

● The theories and techniques have been tested
 

● The science has been subjected to peer review and 
publication

 

● The scientific technique has been evaluated for its 
known or potential error rate

 

● The science of footwear analysis has now been 
generally accepted



Appeal 

●District court erred in denying the defendant’s 
Motion in Limine

●District court erred in admitting testimony 
regarding footwear comparisons at trial

●Government failed to demonstrate sufficient 
qualifications for expert

●Government failed to demonstrate that the 
results were independently verified



Appellate Court Decision

●Qualifications:
○ Citing US v. Rose: “[a]n expert witness need not 

be an outstanding practitioner in the field nor have 
certificates of training in the particular subject.”

●Methodology:
○ Citing US v. Allen (footwear) and US v. Mitchell 

(fingerprints); ACE-V methodology has been found 
to meet FRE 702 and Daubert standards

○ Any issues with a methodology should be 
elucidated during rigorous cross examination and 
is not cause for exclusion of testimony



Appellate Decision

●No set number of “clues”:
○ Such an argument “misunderstands Daubert to 

demand unassailable expert testimony.” Citing US 
v. Mooney 

●Blind verification:
○ Citing US v. Havvard and US v. Mitchell: blind 

verification is not necessary. The Mitchell court 
stated: “although ACE-V verification may not be 
blinded, it still constitutes “peer review” that favors 
admission of the method.”

○ Goes to weight and not admissibility. Citing 
Daubert and Ruiz-Troche



Recent Rulings

●US v. Lloyd (Aug. 2006)
○ “Size and Design” conclusion has probative value 

added to the proximity shoes were found to scene 
 

●US v. Hanes (Nov. 2006)
○ “Size, Design and Wear” conclusion aided in 

establishing the identity of the killer
 

●US v. Ford (Feb. 2007)
○ Class association conclusions are acceptable 

opinions of shoeprint experts to express under 
Daubert



Recent Rulings

●State of New Hampshire v. Langill (Jan. 
2007)
○ Excluded fingerprint testimony:

■ The state expert’s “…application of the ACE-V 
methodology to the single latent print in this case was 
unreliable as a result of incomplete documentation and 
possibly biased verification”

■ “although the court recognizes that the precise mental 
analysis engaged in by an examiner may be impossible to 
document, that is not to say that each examiner could not 
document his or her application of the ACE-V 
methodology as extensively as practical”

■ Court wants blind verification



 
 SWGTREAD Daubert 

Resource Kit 

More Help For You
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